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At any instant, our visual system allows us to perceive a rich and
detailed visual world. Yet our internal, explicit representation of
this visual world is extremely sparse: we can only hold in mind a
minute fraction of the visual scene1,2. These mental represen-
tations are stored in visual short-term memory (VSTM). Even
though VSTM is essential for the execution of a wide array of
perceptual and cognitive functions3–5, and is supported by an
extensive network of brain regions6–9, its storage capacity is
severely limited10–13. With the use of functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging, we show here that this capacity limit is neurally
reflected in one node of this network: activity in the posterior
parietal cortex is tightly correlated with the limited amount of
scene information that can be stored in VSTM. These results
suggest that the posterior parietal cortex is a key neural locus of
our impoverished mental representation of the visual world.

To investigate the neural basis of VSTM’s storage capacity limit,
17 subjects were scanned while performing a parametric load
manipulation14 of a delayed visual matching-to-sample task
(Fig. 1). On each trial, subjects were briefly presented with a sample
display containing one to eight coloured discs and, after a 1,200-ms
retention interval, decided whether a single probe disc matched
one of the sample discs in location and colour. A 1,200-ms delay
maximizes VSTM’s capacity: with delays shorter than 1 s, VSTM
capacity is inflated by sensory (iconic) representations of the dis-
play15, whereas long delays not only underestimate VSTM capacity
owing to memory degradation15, but also favour the recruitment of
rehearsal mechanisms and verbal/abstract recoding of the visual
material16. To minimize verbal strategies further, a verbal working-

memory/articulatory suppression task was administered concur-
rently with the VSTM task: throughout the trial, subjects rehearsed
two digits presented at trial onset and reported them at trial offset.
Performance in this task was high and independent of VSTM set size
(92–94% accuracy across set sizes; F 5,80 ¼ 0.64, P ¼ 0.67), attesting
to the absence of a trade-off between the verbal and visual tasks, as
predicted from the independence of these two working-memory
systems17,18.

Accuracy in the VSTM task declined with increased set size (set
size 1, 97.7%; set size 2, 94.2%; set size 3, 90.0%; set size 4, 86.2%; set
size 6, 73.3%; set size 8, 68.5%). The number of objects encoded at
each set size, estimated with Cowan’s K formula11, increased up to
set size 3 or 4, and levelled off thereafter (Fig. 2; t-test between set
sizes 4 and 8, P . 0.05). This behavioural function is fitted
significantly better by a quadratic function than by a linear function
(P ¼ 0.01)19. Thus, VSTM storage capacity is about three or four
items, which is consistent with previous studies11,13. Importantly,
this capacity limit is not due to insufficient time to encode items in
VSTM4. Tripling the sample presentation time from 150 to 450 ms
in a separate experiment did not affect the K function (n ¼ 16,
P ¼ 0.28), an observation consistent with previous findings12,13. The
VSTM task therefore expresses the capacity limit of VSTM storage
as opposed to a limitation in spatially attending to the display or
encoding items in VSTM.

The brain substrates mediating VSTM’s storage capacity limit
should demonstrate a response profile paralleling the behavioural K
function: activation should increase until set size 3 or 4 and level off
thereafter. To isolate such regions, a voxel-based multiple regression
analysis with K-weighted set size coefficients was performed. The
resulting statistical parametric maps revealed a single bilaterally
symmetric area in the intraparietal and intraoccipital sulci (IPS/
IOS; P , 0.05 corrected). Time-course analysis (Fig. 3a) confirmed
a strong correlation between the IPS/IOS peak response amplitude
and the number of objects encoded (r ¼ 0.54, P , 0.001; Fig. 2).
The peak blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) response
function reached a plateau by set size 4 (t-test between 4 and 8,
P , 0.05) and was better described by a quadratic function than by
a linear function (P , 0.01). This parietal activation is not simply
related to task difficulty: accuracy decreased and reaction

Figure 1 Trial design. Each trial began with the auditory presentation of two digits to be

rehearsed throughout the trial. A sample display containing a variable number of

coloured discs was then presented for 150 ms, followed by a 1,200-ms retention period,

and then by a single coloured probe disc. Subjects judged whether the colour of the probe

matched the colour of the disc shown at the same position in the sample display.

Afterwards, two digits appeared and subjects indicated whether these were the same as

those presented at trial onset.
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time increased between set sizes 4 and 8 (P values , 0.05), when
IPS/IOS activity and number of objects encoded remained constant.
The levelling off of the BOLD signal at 0.3% is also unlikely to have
resulted from haemodynamic saturation of the neurovascular
system. In four subjects, we observed BOLD responses of more
than 0.4% relative to fixation baseline in the same region of interest
(ROI) when a working-memory task was presented at a short inter-
trial interval (3 s), a condition that increases signal amplitude
because of the summation of overlapping individual BOLD
responses. Finally, the IPS/IOS involvement in VSTM generalizes
across stimulus classes: it was also observed with white bars of varied
orientations (08, 458, 908, 1358 and 1808) as stimuli (correlation of
percentage signal change with K function of 0.64, P , 0.01, n ¼ 4).

Could IPS/IOS activity reflect the perceptual or iconic represen-
tation of the number of objects in the scene instead of the number of
objects stored in VSTM? To address this issue, we performed an
iconic memory (IM) experiment that was identical to the first one
except that for each trial only the sample display was presented, and
subjects made an immediate judgement about the presence or
absence of a coloured disc in the central position of the display.
This task required attending to the display—with all stimuli pre-
sented at the fovea—and executing a response, but placed minimal
and equal VSTM demands across set sizes. Performance was near
ceiling across set sizes (96–98%). Relative to the VSTM experiment,
the IPS/IOS BOLD response was attenuated and the set size
effect was eliminated (F1,5 ¼ 1.13, P ¼ 0.37; Figs 2 and 3a). Thus,
the IPS/IOS is insensitive to the perceptual load of the visual scene.

Visual working-memory tasks are traditionally decomposed into
encoding, maintenance and retrieval phases14,20,21. If the IPS/IOS is
involved in VSTM storage, it should be engaged during mainten-
ance, and not just at encoding or retrieval. Because of the short
retention interval used in the VSTM experiment, the IPS/IOS
response in each of these phases could not be distinguished. We
therefore performed an additional VSTM load experiment with a
sufficiently long retention interval (9,200 ms) to dissociate activity
related to encoding, maintenance and retrieval21,22. Only two set
sizes were used to compensate for the lower number of trials
acquired in this slow-event paradigm. As expected, the number of
objects encoded at set size 3 was higher than at set size 1 (K ¼ 2.12
versus 0.91, P , 0.05). Correspondingly, the IPS/IOS ROI was more
activated at the larger set size during both encoding and mainten-
ance (P values , 0.05, one-tailed) but not during retrieval

(P . 0.05; Fig. 4). Thus, the IPS/IOS is sensitive to working-
memory load chiefly during encoding and maintenance.

Because building a mental representation of a visual scene
involves processing object identity (for example colour) and
location, our VSTM task required encoding both visual attributes.
Given the purported role of the posterior parietal cortex in visual
feature integration23,24, it is strategically positioned to build such
integrated scene representations. However, ample evidence indi-
cates that object identity and location are preferentially processed in
ventral (occipito-temporal) and dorsal (parietal) cortical visual
streams, respectively25. It is therefore possible that at least partly
distinct neural substrates underlie object and spatial VSTM capacity
limits. An additional experiment investigated whether the IPS/IOS
would still be involved in VSTM when only a judgement of object
identity is required. This task was identical to the first experiment
except that the location information was rendered task-irrelevant
by always presenting the probe disc at fixation. Activation in the
IPS/IOS ROI was still load-dependent (F 5,15 ¼ 3.72, P , 0.05,
n ¼ 4) and was correlated with the K function (r ¼ 0.70,
t 3 ¼ 3.67, P , 0.05), indicating that the IPS/IOS might be involved
in several forms of VSTM storage.

Do other brain regions besides IPS/IOS track VSTM storage
capacity? To address this issue, we analysed the BOLD response in
the two additional brain regions that emerged when the statistical
parametric threshold was relaxed tenfold in the initial functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment (Fig. 3b, c): the
anterior cingulate (AC) cortex and a region of ventral–occipital
(VO) cortex with Talairach coordinates (Fig. 3) consistent with
those of V4, an extrastriate area involved in colour processing26. The

Figure 2 Behavioural performance and IPS/IOS response functions in VSTM and IM

experiments. Behavioural performance corresponds to the estimated number (K ) of

encoded coloured discs at each set size. IPS/IOS BOLD signal response was measured at

peak 5.6 s after stimulus presentation.

Figure 3 Brain activation time courses. Left, statistical parametric maps overlaid on

structural scans of a representative subject. Middle and right, time courses for each set

size in the VSTM and IM experiments, respectively. a, Bilateral IPS/IOS. Talairach

coordinates (x, y, z): right/left,þ23/222 259/265 þ45/þ42. b, Bilateral VO ROI (blue

arrows) with IPS/IOS activation dorsally. Right/left,þ32/234 277/268 29/0.

c, AC ROI, þ8þ19þ30. The green arrow indicates the time of presentation of the visual

stimulus. Although the activation baselines were variable across set sizes for VO and AC,

the same statistical results are obtained when all time courses are further normalized to 0

at stimulus onset.
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peak BOLD response functions of these two regions were distinct
from the IPS/IOS (AC, P , 0.001; VO, P , 0.05), but not from a
linear function (AC, P ¼ 0.40; VO, P ¼ 0.13). Additionally, neither
AC nor VO showed a sustained response during maintenance in the
extended VSTM retention experiment (P . 0.05; Fig. 4b, c), and
both regions responded equally strongly under IM and VSTM
conditions (P values . 0.05; Fig. 3b, c), indicating that their
VSTM-related activations might be largely accounted for by per-
ceptual and/or response components of the task. This is especially
true for VO cortex, which, in stark contrast to the IPS/IOS, still
showed a strong set size effect under IM conditions alone
(F 1,5 ¼ 4.48, P , 0.005), indicating that ventral visual cortex
might be driven by the perceptual load of the scene rather than by
the amount of information that can be held in VSTM about the
scene.

Although our results provide little evidence that the capacity
limit of VSTM storage is a distributed property of the working-

memory network6,7,21, they do not exclude the possibility of
additional neural contributions below the level of fMRI detection,
nor are they inconsistent with the established role of the frontal/
prefrontal cortex in working memory14,20,21. Whereas the posterior
parietal cortex might act as a capacity-limited store for the rep-
resentation of the visual scene, the frontal/prefrontal cortex might
be necessary for the consolidation and/or maintenance of this
store18,27, especially during extended retention intervals.

Whatever the contributions of other brain regions might be, this
series of experiments points to the posterior parietal cortex as a key
neural locus of our impoverished mental representation of the
visual world. Consistent with this notion, intraparietal cortex
activity correlates with successful detection of a change between
visual scenes28, and the response of neurons in this area depends
highly on the task relevance or saliency of stimuli in a multi-object
display, a result that has led to the suggestion that scenes are sparsely
represented in posterior parietal cortex29. It is tempting to speculate
that, because of the severe storage capacity limit of VSTM, the
posterior parietal cortex’s representation of the visual world could
be nothing else but sparse. A

Methods
Subjects
Seventeen right-handed young adults (nine females) with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision participated for financial compensation.

Task design
For the fast event-related fMRI experiment, each 8-s trial began with the auditory
presentation, for 250 ms each, of the two digits to be rehearsed, followed by a 250-ms blank
interval and a 250-ms auditory mask. At 1,500 ms after the auditory mask, the VSTM task
began with presentation of the sample display for 150 ms (to preclude eye movements),
with the display containing one, two, three, four, six or eight 0.388 discs, each of a different
colour (either white, black, dark blue, light blue, orange, yellow, red, pink, dark green or
light green), distributed among nine possible locations in a 3 £ 3 matrix (1.388 £ 1.388).
After a 1,200-ms retention period, a probe-coloured disc appeared for 1,750 ms at one of
the occupied positions in the sample display. Subjects indicated by button press whether
the probe’s colour matched that of the sample. Half the trials were matched. For the other
(unmatched) half, the probe colour was selected with equal probability from the other
colours in the sample display or from the remaining colour set. After the visual probe
response, two digits appeared for 1,500 ms and subjects indicated by button press whether
the digits were identical to those rehearsed. Each fMRI run included seven iterations of
each of the seven trial types (six set sizes and a non-event trial with no visual or auditory
stimuli presented), with the order of trial type counterbalanced30 within runs (seven runs
per session).

For the slow event-related fMRI experiment. Six right-handed subjects (three females)
from the pool of 17 subjects performed an additional experiment that was identical to the
first except that the retention interval was extended from 1,200 to 9,200 ms (trial duration
18 s; seven trials per fMRI run) and trial types were randomly intermixed.

fMRI methods
Anatomical low-resolution and three-dimensional high-resolution T1-weighted images
were acquired with conventional parameters on a 3-T GE MRI system (Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, USA). Nineteen 7-mm-thick (3.75 mm £ 3.75 mm in-plane, 0 mm skip) axial
slices were taken parallel to the AC–PC line. T2*-weighted image parameters: echo time
25 ms; flip angle 708; field of view 24 cm; 64 £ 64 matrix; repetition time 2,000 ms. Trials
were triggered by scanner pulses and presented with PsychToolBox for Matlab on an Apple
G4 Macintosh. Stimuli were back-projected from an LCD projector on to a screen viewed
through a prism mirror by the supine subject in the MR scanner.

Data analysis
For behavioural data, the number of objects encoded was estimated by using Cowan’s
K formula11: for each set size, K ¼ (hit rate þ correct rejection rate 2 1)N, where K is the
number of objects encoded and N is the number of objects presented. This formula yields
similar estimates to those obtained by related formulae12,13 and by full report (R.M., J.J.T.
and C. M. Gilbert, unpublished observations).

For fMRI data, image analysis was performed with BrainVoyager 4.9.1 (Brain
Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Data preprocessing included image
realignment, three-dimensional motion correction, linear detrending, correction for slice
scan acquisition order, and spatial smoothing with an 8-mm gaussian kernel (full width at
half-maximum). Statistical parametric maps of BOLD activation for the fast event-related
experiment were created by using a multiple regression analysis, with regressors defined
for each trial type and convolved with a canonical haemodynamic function. The regression
coefficients for each set size were weighted by their respective K estimates (balanced
contrast design). The resulting maps from all subjects were standardized into Talairach
space and superimposed to create cluster-filtered (equivalent of six contiguous 100-mm3

voxels in original space) composite maps. The overall model fit was assessed with an F
value, and the obtained P values were corrected for the number of comparisons

Figure 4 Response time courses during the encoding, maintenance and retrieval phases

of a VSTM task with extended retention interval (9,200 ms). a, IPS/IOS; b, VO; c, AC.

One (open circles) or three (filled circles) coloured discs were presented 1.6 s (orange

arrow) before the standardized volume (time ¼ 0 s). The purple arrow indicates the

presentation of the probe display.
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(http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/) with a random-effects model. Time courses of each of the

six set size conditions were extracted from each ROI to compute their respective

percentage signal changes, with the no-event time series as baseline30, first within each

subject and subsequently averaged across subjects. The peak percentage signal change for

each ROI was derived by collapsing the time courses of all set sizes and subjects and

determining the time point of greatest signal amplitude in the grand average. One subject

with unsteady raw signal who failed to show any time-locked response was removed from

further analysis. The slow event-related experiment was analysed as above, except that the

percentage signal change of each time course was normalized to the first image acquired

after stimulus presentation (baseline), because the signal from the previous image still
included the falling phase of the response to the previous trial (Fig. 4). The peaks of

the encoding, maintenance and retrieval phases corresponded to the volumes acquired

5.5–7.5, 9.5–11.5 and 15.5–17.5 s after stimulus presentation21, respectively.
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Vascular development is a complex but orderly process that is
tightly regulated. A number of secreted factors produced by
surrounding cells regulate endothelial cell (EC) differentiation,
proliferation, migration and coalescence into cord-like struc-
tures1,2. Vascular cords then undergo tubulogenesis to form vessels
with a central lumen3,4. But little is known about how tubulog-
enesis is regulated in vivo. Here we report the identification and
characterization of a new EC-derived secreted factor, EGF-like
domain 7 (Egfl7). Egfl7 is expressed at high levels in the vasculature
associated with tissue proliferation, and is downregulated in most
of the mature vessels in normal adult tissues. Loss of Egfl7 function
in zebrafish embryos specifically blocks vascular tubulogenesis.
We uncover a dynamic process during which gradual separation
and proper spatial arrangement of the angioblasts allow sub-
sequent assembly of vascular tubes. This process fails to take
place in Egfl7 knockdown embryos, leading to the failure of
vascular tube formation. Our study defines a regulator that
controls a specific and important step in vasculogenesis.

Tubulogenesis is an essential step in vascular development.
Vascular tube formation proceeds through two phases: first, ECs
coalesce to form cords after they reach their destination; cords are
then reshaped into tubes3,4. But we have little understanding of how
vascular cords progress to become tubes and what factors regulate
this transition in vivo. In an effort to identify molecules involved in
the regulation of vascular development, we examined the expression
pattern of more than 600 new secreted and transmembrane factors
by in situ hybridization in whole mouse embryos ranging from
embryonic day 7.5 (E7.5) to E14.5, a time window encompassing
many key steps in vasculogenesis (vessel formation from EC pro-
genitors) and angiogenesis (sprouting from existing vessels)1,2,5. One
of the factors we identified in this screen is a secreted factor known as
EGF-like domain 7 (Egfl7, also called zneu1, neu1, notch4-like,
tango125, VE-statin).

Egfl7 encodes a putative secreted protein with a relative molecular
mass of ,30 K that is evolutionarily conserved. The EGFL7 protein
contains a signal sequence, an EMI domain at the amino terminus
(the EMI domain is present in a number of extracellular-matrix-
associated proteins involved in regulating cell adhesion6,7), followed
by two EGF-like domains and a leucine- and valine-rich carboxy-
terminal region (Supplementary Fig. 1a). The mammalian Egfl7
belongs to a small gene family. Through BLAST searches, we
identified one closely related gene, Egfl8, which has a domain
organization identical to that of Egfl7. Interestingly, this gene family
seems to be more complex in mammals, as we have not been able to
identify an Egfl8 orthologue in several fish genomes (Danio rerio,
Medaka and Fugu) (Supplementary Fig. 1c).

The expression pattern of Egfl7 is conserved across species. In
mouse, human and zebrafish embryos, high levels of Egfl7 transcripts
are detected in endothelial progenitors and ECs in all vessels
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